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Customer Service! Summary: From formal sit-down dinners to everyday family meals to festive
party buffets, artfully folded napkins are certain to delight, enchant, and enhance any occasion. No
matter how simply or intricately done, elegant and creative napkin folds transform meals into
celebrations. From quick-and-easy folds to intricate two-napkin creations, The Simple Art o Napkin
Folding offers step-by-step directions and illustrations that take you through nearly 100 easy-to-
make projects: Namecard folds -the Diamond, the Fortunella, the Cathedral, and the Wedding Ring
Party-favor folds -the Algonquin, the Pyramid, the Flower Basket, and the Phoenix Novel
centerpieces -Preening Peacocks, Birds -of-Paradise, Swans Breadbasket folds -the Artichoke and
the Breadbasket Childrens-party folds -pinwheels, sailboats, animal faces, paper airplanes, and
party hats, all simple enough for children to do themselves, and ideal party activities Youll also
learn how to create accessories such as bottle coasters, placemats, and trivets. Included are many
other helpful tips: Easy-to-follow instructions for making napkin rings Graphs for embroidering
initials on napkins Instructions for painting or stenciling your own napkins for holidays and special
occasions Even a guide for removing stains from heirloom linens and synthetic...
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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